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Swell is central to the planning, design, uses and maintenance stages of a maritime structure. The 
knowledge of its long-life features allows the maritime engineer to project and build safe and resistant 
constructions. In this direction, significant wave height is one of the most essential factors to take into 
account since it’s directly related to the worse damage caused in maritime structures. 
The information sources used to characterize the swell are visual observations, data registered by measure 
sensors (instrumental) and finally those obtained by numerical simulation from meteorological past 
conditions (hindcasts).  
In this study wave-height hazard analysis are done from two distinct databases. Firstly, wave data 
recorded by four buoys of the XIOM network belonging to Generalitat de Catalunya and located in 
Tortosa, Llobregat, Blanes and Roses. Secondly, simulated data over the past 40 years (1958-2001) 
obtained by Puertos del Estado, fitted into the HIPOCAS project (Hindcast of Dynamic Processes of the 
Ocean and Coastal Areas of Europe) and stored in nine equidistant positions (HIPOCAS nodes) along the 
Catalan coast. The main goal in this dissertation is to compare the results from both kinds of databases 
(estimated return periods and its associated wave height).  
Hazard analysis are calculated using the peak over threshold method (POT) and Bayesian techniques of 
estimation of parameters. This implies that storms are modeled as Poisson marked processes and the 
excesses over a threshold are distributed as a Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD). Bayesian methods 
are specially adapted to control the statistical uncertainty in the estimation and take the prior information 
into account, which represents the experience and physical  knowledge about the phenomenon before the 
acquisition of data. The hazard analysis is carried out by running the program BGPE (Bayesian 
Generalised Pareto Estimation).  
The BGPE consists in introducing some initial parameters in order to reflect the prior information. These 
values will be adjusted to have a well-fitted distribution for the data using posterior and prior density 
maps and goodness of fit tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Multinomial) generated by the program.  
It’s necessary to put the databases on a course of previous treatment, consisting of purifying possible 
errors and temporary gaps typical of any database. Once the purified data files are acquired, the 
independent maximums (i.e storms) must be extracted so that the hazard analysis could be done. It 
doesn’t exist any precedent hazard analysis from HIPOCAS data, then it’s required to choose the 
selection criteria of the maximums. Finally a storm height of 200cm is selected and only the storms from 
east will be considered.  
The outcomes from the HIPOCAS database show that excesses follow a Generalised Pareto Distribution 
in the Fréchet domain, something incompatible with the common sense assumption that swell is a natural 
bounded phenomenon. This suggests a log-transformation of the data, which seems to be consistent with 
de model. Then, the log-scale data is shifted from Fréchet to Weibull domain, as corresponds to the 
limited character of waves.  
The final results reveals a similar behaviour between both kinds of databases. Both the buoys and the 
HIPOCAS nodes show a reasonable fit between the data and the possible distributions, although greater 
difficulties are detected when working with the second ones. Moreover, for Tortosa, Llobregat and 
Blanes’s zones it’s hardly necessary to change the initial prior parameters, whereas the Roses’s zone 
requires to change them significantly. It can also be observed that estimated return period’s curves for 
HIPOCAS nodes don’t adjust always to the nearby buoy, but curves manifest an analogous behaviour 
when grouping both buoys and HIPOCAS nodes in zones of the Catalan coast.  
